Holme Moss Fell Race

17 miles and 4500’ climbing.

What a hard race this was, I would say one of the hardest races I have 
ever run, impossible to race you just had to run it.

Simon also ran this, and at the start it was mentioned 2 sandwiches for all 
those under 4hours 15 minutes and that was the last I saw of him!!

This is a race where you need good navigational skills, and with map in 
hand and my compass to ensure the map was the right way up, off I 
went, running towards Holme Moss transmitter. This course has 
something for everyone, steep grassy descents, lots of bog sections, I 
was up to my waist on 3 occasions.

You have markers to follow across the peat and bog moors, but alas I 
must have missed a few and finished up well to my left or was east or 
south? I took a decision to go right and was so lucky to see a runner 
about a mile away in the distance, so keeping right I managed to get on 
track, but alas no one in front of me. I was now on the Pennine trail I 
think anyway nice stepping blocks. I passed a stile on my right and 
carried on running until I came to another stile, this was definitely going 
south!!

Now this was a nice new stile lovely and clean, which made me think? 
now why would that stile be so clean when probably a hundred or so 
runners had clambered over it!!! Now I’ve always been quick off the 
blocks and I realised I should have gone over the stile that I had run past, 
which was east I think.

Lordy, Lordy just when I was 200 metres away 2 guys and girl arrived at 
the stile, the Lord had answered my prayers, I quickly caught them up 
and asked if I could tag on with them, no problem was the cry we are 
about to climb Laddow rocks, what’s a few rocks I thought got a garden 
full of them. From the top of this mountain I looked across the ravine and 
saw an orange blot on the other side of the ravine, that’s right we need to 
be over there. The climb down was precarious at the bottom a fast 
flowing river, I presumed seeing no ferry we had swim or wade across!!

I was soaked when I got to the other side and then the challenge of 
Laddlow Rocks, the climb took us almost 20 minutes on all fours at some 
stages, a mountain goat would have struggled. I collapsed at the top and 
as my head cleared a young girl said do you want a jelly baby!! F.....ing 
jelly baby call me a taxi.

After a gel, an orange and water life was looking better and off we went 
again, a difficult section over rocks streams and slabs and then sent over 
a mile of bog land, this just sapped your strength. The road lay ahead, 
and a kind lady said not long now about 45 minutes or so, I asked if she 
had a short cut map for sale which fell on death ears.

Leg cramps were taking place now, and another section of marked bog 
seem to go on forever. across a bridge and one final hill, a mother of a hill 
again, by the time I had got to the top of this hill I was in tears, shouting 
for my mum, and not being one for profanities, I reeled a string off what I 
had picked up from Audrey.

We now ran across another mile of bog and came to the road and the 
marshals, not long now they shouted about a mile down this road!! You 
know the feeling when you have cycled 10km and get off the bike and try 
to run, well it was worse than that, I could not believe my 3 friends, they 
were off like Billy wiz, leaving me to struggle back to the finish, I ran past 
the car where Simon was with his two friends and as I thought 2 
sandwiches in his hands!!

But alas all was not in vain I had won a bottle of Bacardi in my age group 
as 2nd home, I looked at my Garmin 4500 plus whisky and Guinness 
calories burnt off and yes not 17 miles but 20.16 miles covered due to 
getting lost just what I needed.

The ladies at the finish were great, sat me down gave me 2 cups of tea, 
lemon cake etc you could not wish for a better organised and supported 
race with the marshals on the course. A race I will always remember.

Dirty den

Simon Gregory 4.14.57
Dennis Learad 4.28.57
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